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Summary  

 

Seismic data from 3D exploration surveys is increasingly being utilized for seabed morphology and geohazard studies. 

  

In the deep water domain, short offset data from 3D seismic is reprocessed through specialized data processing flows with 

two distinct objectives.  The first reprocessing flow aims to provide a high resolution image of the sea floor.  The second 

reprocessing flow delivers a high resolution near surface volume (typically 1 or 2 sec TWT following the water bottom) 

suitable for the interpretation and detection of geohazards.  The methodology has advantages over traditional 2D site 

surveys which may not provide sufficiently high spatial resolution to delineate a near surface geohazard anomaly, and is 

available at a relatively low cost as it is a by-product of the exploration data.  

  

An important criterion for the success of this approach is that the underlying 3D seismic data contain as broad a frequency 

bandwidth as possible.  With the advent of marine acquisition systems that provide a full de-ghosting solution to yield 

broadband seismic, this practice is set to become mainstream, as the increased bandwidth and resolution of broadband 

seismic will yield increasingly more accurate and robust results. New imaging applications that are based on the deghosting 

principle of wavefield separation can now deliver a near surface 3D seismic volume with unprecedented illumination and 

spatial resolution. 
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Utilizing Exploration 3d Seismic in Deepwater 

 

Farouki et al  describe how short  offset  data from a 

conventional exploration 3D   seismic survey may be 

used to derive a high resolution image of the sea floor, 

and additionally a high resolution near surface volume 

suitable for geohazard studies.   This approach works 

best in deep water since small angle of incidence ray- 

paths are necessary.  As a rule-of-thumb, the source-to- 

receiver offsets used are typically limited to less than half 

the water depth. Table 1 summarizes the essential aspects 

of the two data reprocessing flows. 

 

The methodology can yield remarkably accurate imaging 

of the sea floor and when used in conjunction with sun-

illuminated visualization tools, can highlight canyon 

features and areas of steep slope. 

 

 
Table 1. Summary of the essential aspects of the reprocessing 

flows. 

 

The accuracy achieved depends on a number of factors, 

the most important of which are the bandwidth and 

resolution of the seismic data, the water depth, the 

accuracy of the time to depth conversion used, and the 

ability to accurately pick the seabed horizon.    Nenov et 

al address these factors and describe a comparative study 

of the accuracy achieved from the reprocessing of 

exploration 3D seismic versus that from a survey using a 
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Multi-Beam Echo Sounder (MBES) mounted on an  

Autonomous Unmanned Vehicle (AUV). 

 

 
Figure 1. From Nenov et al. A comparison of the imaging 

(Digital   Terrain   Model   –   DTM)   from   two   different 

approaches: AUV- mounted MBES, and Short-Offset- 

Processed-Seismic (SOPS) reprocessing of 3D seismic. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the visualization possible from the 

two different approaches.  It is clear that the accuracy and 

resolution derived from the 3D exploration seismic data 

is sufficienly robust for the preliminary design of seabed 

facilities and can reduce the time and cost of precision  

AUV  surveys  by limiting  such  surveys  to reduced 

preferentially selected areas. 

 

Broadband Marine Seismic 

 

Broadband marine seismic is achieved when the ghost 

recordings that occur in towed streamer marine seismic 

acquisition are eliminated.   The modern broadband 

revolution was pioneered by PGS with the introduction of 

dual-sensor streamer technology (Tenghamn et al), which 

facilitates the elimination of the receiver ghost via   

wavefield   separation   of   the   total   recorded 

wavefield into its up-going and down-going components; 

the up-going wavefield is free of the receiver  ghost, 

whereas the down-going wavefield is by definition the 

receiver ghost.  Similarly, the source ghost can be 

addressed by using a time and depth distributed source 

array (Parkes and Hegna).  Figure 2 illustrates the 

components of a ghost-free towed marine acquisition 

system with wavefield separation as its core principle.      

A  de-ghosted  impulsive  source  is transmitted  through 

the earths subsurface,  and, upon reflection  back  to the 

recording streamer,  undergoes receiver de-ghosting via 

wavefield separation. 

 

 
Figure  2.  An  acquisition  system  for  total  de-ghosting  in 

towed marine seismic.   The source and receiver ghosts are the  

reflections  from  the  sea  surface.     The  de-ghosting principle 

is wavefield separation. 

 

De-ghosted seismic data exhibits greater bandwidth, with 

improvement at both the low and high end of the   

recorded seismic frequency range. Extending the  

bandwidth  at  the high  end  results  in improved 

resolution and reduced sidelobes in the embedded   

wavelet,   which   in   turn   means   better separation of 

seismic events and improved interpretability of the data.  

Extending the bandwidth at the low end also reduces 

sidelobes and is important for improved penetration of 

signal.  Figure 3 illustrates the effect on the seismic 

wavelet of increasing bandwidth at both low and high 

ends in octaves. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Increasing bandwidth results in a sharper wavelet 

with reduced sidelobes. 

 

Figure 4 compares a seismic 2D line from the More 

Margin High, offshore Norway, acquired with (left) 

conventional source and conventional hydrophone-only 

streamer, and (right) ghost-free acquisition using time and  

depth  blended  source  and  dual-sensor  streamer. The 
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textural quality of the de-ghosted data is primarily due to 

the increase in bandwidth to 7 octaves although other 

filtering effects of the towed marine seismic method have 

also been  compensated for  (source de- signature, and 

earth’s absorption effects). 

 

The   improvement   in   vertical   resolution   and 

interpretability of the de-ghosted seismic data is 

remarkable.   The same can be said of the shallow 

section, where a comparison of conventional seismic 

versus de-ghosted can be seen in Figure 5.  Clearly 3D 

broadband marine seismic offers great potential for a 

significant improvement in accuracy and both spatial and 

vertical resolution, relative to conventional 3D seismic. 
 

 
Figure 4. A comparison of 2D seismic data from More Margin, 

Norway.   On the left, conventional seismic. On the right, de-

ghosted broadband seismic via the system depicted in Figure 2.   

Time range is approx. 6 seconds TWT. The improved resolution  

and textural quality of the de-ghosted data  is  a  consequence  

of  the  increase  in  bandwidth  to  7 octaves (2-256Hz). 

 

 
Figure 5.  A comparison of the shallow sections from Figure 4. 

Time range is approx. 2 seconds TWT. 

 

Imaging of the near Surface Using Broadband 

3D Seismic 

 

An important aspect of the de-ghosting approach depicted 

in Figure 2 is the concept of wavefield separation because 

it results in seismic products which may be utilized for 

enhanced processing and imaging applications. Of 

particular interest for seabed mapping and geohazard  

analysis  is  an  imaging  application which makes use of 

the separated up-going and down- going wavefields in 

wave equation pre-stack depth migration (Whitmore et 

al). The methodology exploits the illumination 

corresponding to surface multiple energy, and thus   takes   

advantage   of   what   has historically been treated by the 

seismic industry as unwanted noise. In  the following  

example,  Lundin Malaysia  BV completed the first-ever  

application  of separated   wavefield   imaging   to   3D   

dual-sensor streamer data acquired over the PM307 Block 

in Malaysia, as a test to improve shallow geological 

interpretation. The survey is in shallow water (70m) and 

was acquired with twelve streamers at 75m separation.   

Whereas a strong cross-line acquisition footprint affected 

the very shallow 3D data using conventional processing 

and imaging, the new results yield spectacular continuous 

high resolution seismic images, even up to and including 

the water bottom. 

 

Figure 6 shows a comparison of time slices at 120 ms 

TWT from the Malaysia survey. On the left, the 

conventional wave equation Pre-stack Depth Migration 

(PSDM) contains a pronounced cross-line acquisition 

footprint that precludes shallow geohazard interpretation.  

In  contrast,  the  separated  wavefield wave  equation  

PSDM  of  surface  multiples  (right) yields a remarkably 

continuous and high resolution image   because   of  the   

superior illumination from surface multiples. Not only has 

the 3D cross-line acquisition footprint been healed, but 

the separated wavefield imaging of multiples yields a near 

surface volume which is of sufficiently high resolution to 

serve as a basis for a regional geohazard study. 

 

Conclusions 

 

In deep water, modern  3D seismic surveys intended 

primarily for exploration and development objectives 

are proving valuable for investigation of seabed 

morphology and analysis of shallow sub-seabed 

geohazards, and offer a lower cost alternative to MBES 

site surveys. Engineering precision surveys are still 

required for the precise installation of infrastructure but 

the time  and  cost  of  such  work  can  be reduced  by 

limiting   the   AUV   survey   areas   to   preferentially 

selected areas from the short offset processed and 

interpreted 3D seismic data. 

 

The use of 3D seismic data for geohazard studies is set to 

become a routine application as broadband marine 

acquisition becomes mainstream. Of  particular interest, 

in areas of shallow water, an imaging application which   
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derives   from   the   de-ghosting principle  of  wavefield  

separation can deliver a near surface volume with 

enhanced illumination suitable for regional geohazard 

and shallow geology interpretation. 

 

 
Figure 6. A comparison of time slices at 120ms TWT from a 3D 

seismic survey in shallow water Malaysia. The crossline 

acquisition footprint is clearly visible on the top panel, a the 

result of conventional PSDM imaging. On the bottom, separated 

wavefield PSDM imaging exploits the multiple ray paths to 

produce a highly illuminated, high resolution image of the near 

surface. 
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